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(2 Hours) [ Total Marks: 75
N.S. : (1) Question No. I is compulsory. .

(2) Attempt any four questions out of the remaining.
(3) Figures to the right indicate full marks. •
(4) Answers to all'sub-questions should be attempted and grouped together.

b) Describe some of the chief characteristics of listening and reading skills and importance of these
skills in communication. . (07)

Q.II] Write short notes on any THREE of the following:

r- a) Functions of Business Letter
b) Characteristics of a good definition
c) Importance of feedback
d) Describe different networks of communication.

a) Being the Sales Manager of ABC Group Ltd., Mumbai, you have received an angry lettcr from l)J1C of
your wholesaler distributor abollt the. manufactl,lring defects in the computer appliances they boyglil-
from your company recently. Draft a suitable reply. Use complete block form. .. iUS).

i) The study ·of tile .behaviour .ofelectriccu,rrent~in electronic equipments.
ii) The scientific study of matter and energy. . .
iii)!hestudy of earth's physical structure and activities, etc.

i)Semi~block style ,and Full block style of letter V\l[iting
ii) Upward and Downward communication .'

.a) Write a complete set of instructiop.s,for 1.nyTWO ofthe following:
.;, ' '! . .

i)Sendtng an e-mail ii) Using a drafter iii) Drafting a c.la~mletter

',il I

Respected Sir!.Madam... , , ',' ~x·

Debate
Elocution
Extempore

l;onnatSpeech
SpPJ1tanep\lssp~ech ....
Highly formal and offidal
Formal argum~nts



i) .has taken over many of the routine functions of a pusiness organisation.
(The secretary, The. machine)

iii) Skimming and

Q. V]" Do as directed:

_~__ ate two types of rapid reading techniques. (Scanning, Silent)

a) Punctu~te the following:

i) renais~ance is the name commonly applied to the period of european history following to the middle
ages. . ""'"

ii) Shri M. C. Chagla,
minister of education,
government of india.

hI Transfer the folloWingpastperfect sentences into past perfectcontiilUouS tense:

i) We had visited that place earlier.
ii) We had worked hardto reach that level.

c) Describe any ONE ofthefoUowing objects by givingdefinition~ diagram, description and working (10)

i) Drill Machirte ii)ElectrIcBulb iii)FireExtinguisher

Leading investorshavejoine<i the growing chorus of concern about government and companies
'rushing into producing biofuels as a solution for global warming, saying that many involved in the sector
could be jeopardising future profits if they do not consider the long.:-termimpact of what they are doing
carefully.· .

It is essential to build sustainability criteria into the supply chain of any greenfuelproject in orderto
ensure that there is no adverse effect on th~ surrounding environmental and human rights campaigners are .
worried that this wilHea~ to destruction of rain forests. Food'prices could also go up as there is increased
competition for crops as ,both fo~tufTs artdsources of fuel. Last week, the UN warned that biofuelscould
have dangerous side effects andsaidthatstepsneed to be taken to make sure that land converted to grow ..'

•.biofuels does not~etheenvir()DlIlent or cause civil unrest. There is already great concero aboutpalm .
, oil,which is'uSectinm~y.food.s·inaddition tobeingan.important'fo-fuel,·as rain forests are being c.leared in
. some ,countries:andpeople driven from their-homes to create palm oil plantations. ..

. .An~yst atidauthor of.the'investors~report saysthat1bjo'fuels are not a cure for climate change but'
they can play.tbeir·partas long as'.governmentsand companies manage the social and environmental impacts
.thOroughly. !here should also.he· gre~ter measure taken to increase efficiency and to reduce demand.



i) Few people
ii)Many people
iii) Only leading investors

i) has destroyed rainforest.
ii) may lead to the destruction of rain forest. .
iii) willleM to the destruction of rain forest.

i) have no role to play in fighting global warming.
ii) can be effective in fighting global warming on their own.
iii) shoqld be part of a group of measures to fight global warming.

d) Use the following words and form a new sentence:
. j) jeopardi!;e ii)efficiency

e) Writeasununary of about 150 words of the above passage. Give a suitable title.

(02)

(02)
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, (2) Attempt 'any ~our'questlon$ from remaining Sixqu.stlans,

(3) Assumesuitable data If required and st~te the assumption clearly.

(4) Figuresto the Right Indicates 'Full,,,,a,r~~.':
. . " .

1. a) Differentiate method overrldll~g and method overloading.
b) Explain the role of' wrap,per classes.
c) Write a short note 'on' "Abstaet Class;'.
d ) Explainstatic members.

[5 J
[ 5]
[ S]
I5 J

,2. a) ~~Ite ~ program to cre~'te mUlt,ipl2 threads. Oemonstrate the use of IsAllve(),
'.; . ... '~; r;'hi; ,'. , " '

setName(), getNameO , setPrlorityO, and getPtlorltyO methods of the Thread Class. (10]

b) Write a program to evaluate the sum of the following series:
1+1/22+1/32~1/42+ ..:..•.. \1/n2" ,

rake the value of n fror;rl"tI)e',user.

3. a) Write a program to. read the ftve names of ::tudents from t.h~commandllne and
store them In a Vector. Sort the list In thealp~abl!tlcal order and display. [ 10 J

b) Write a program to count the freque\1CVof occurrence' ofa Slve~ character In a'
given line of text. For example: The line text Is :, We are students and eat EgBs.

, The, given character Is : e .
'The~ the frequency ~f o,cc~rrence Is = 5. [ 10 J

4. a) How do you define an exception? Explain how Java handles exceptions during
program execution with suitable exa~ple. ' [ 10 ]

. b) What are the benefits of packages?What are the Java API packages? Write a program
to demonstrate the creation .and use of a package. . ,[ 10 }

5. a) Wrlte'a program to. dl1p,!ay the area of square and rectangle using the concept of
overloaded constructor. ' [10]

'[TURN OVER
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6. a)~~pJiI#l;th~,difficulty qf')~~~ .~~,im~\"me~",yltiRlei,n~~ritanc~! Hpw mUltipl,e
.)np~fj\a~<:e~$~PP9rt~P by }~¥a,;~,explaIn:With,suitable eX~JI1ple, ' 'r 101

b) How do you defi.ne,a datatyp,e?J><pl~il1".\~,e~atawpes availabl.ein )~va. [ 10 ].. ...•. '. ' . '-. ~

'. , '. '_ . ,""_,:_. '(<'-":.{,"'··t
7. Write short notes on, any FOUR ofthefo~lowing':'- [20]

. (a) Par.ameter passing to an applet.
hn ~~,i.:,~,nn~:,nrr;.'; L,'o,'.·' . ,'.'.,;: 'f :,"(,r-',:'

( b ) life Cycle of a thread:
( c) Sy!it:~\1ii;air~~~opyOtnet'H()d:'
,(dJ, CpfflJllaJ;\plill~;"argument$:
( .Qr)::Jav13. A~.ce,ss,Pro~.e;c;tion,~
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N.S. : (1) Question NO.1 is compulsory.
(2) Solve any four questions from Question Nos. 2 to 7.
(3) Use suitable data whenever necessary.

1. Answer any five from the following ;- 15
(a) Explain the conditions of sustained interference pattern of light.
(b) What do you mean by difraction and state its types.
(c) Explain two types of Ught Sources used in optical communication systems.
(d) Why Electron microscope is consider better than optical microscope?
(e) Explain De-Broglie's hypothesis.
(f) Define relative permeability and susceptibility. Write the relation between them.
(g) What do you mean by Vacuum? What are various gauges used to measurevacuum?

2. (a) Obtain the condition for maxima and minima due to interference in a wedge-sllaped film 8
observed in reflected light. Derive the expression for fringe width.

(b) What is diffraction.grating? What is the advantage of increasing the number of lines ina 7
grating? In an experimentwith grating, third order spectral line of wavelength A., coincides
with the fourth order spectral line of wavelength 4992 A Calculate the value of A..

3. (a) What is De-Broglie concept of matter-waves? Derive one dimensional time dependent 8
Schrodinger equation for matter waves.

(b) Derivethe expressionof numericaloperture for a step indexfibre. Calculatethe acceptance 7
angle for the fibre in water of refractive index 1'33 given that N.A. is 0·2 and cladding
refractive index is 1'59.

4. (a) Obtain an expression for the radius of the nthdark ring in the case of Newton's rings. 8
White light falls normally on a soap film of thickness 5 x 10-5 cm and of refractive index 7
1·33 which wavelength in the visible region will be reflected most strongly.

(b) What is holography? Explain the process of recording and reconstruction of hologram. 8

5. (a) With neat energy level diagram d13scribethe construction and working of He-Ne laser. 7
What are its merits and demerits?

(b) Differentiate between soft and hard magn,eticmaterials. In a magnetic material the field
strength is found to be 106 ampere/m. If the magnetic susceptibility of the material is
0'5 x 10-5. Calculate the intensity of magnetization and the flux density in the material.

6. (a) Explain the atomi9 origin of ferromagnetism? Differentiate between diamagnetic and 8
paramagnetic materials.

(b) Show that electron can not pre-exist in free state in a nucleus. An electron has a speed 7
of 4 x 105 metre/sec. accurate to 0·01%. With what accuracy can we locate th61position
of the electron ?

7. Write short notes on any three of the following :- 15
(a) AFM.
(b) Rotary Pump.
(c) Anti reflecting film.
(d) Holography.



(3 Hours)

(1) Question, NO.1 is compulsory.
(2) Out of remaining questions, attempt any four questions.
(3) In all five questions to be attempted.
(4) Answer to each new question to be started on a fresh page.
(5) Figures in brackets indicate full marks .

• " •• 0.,_ •• ,· . _

Q.l a) Prove that I~-x I~+ x ; (~ - x2 )xsecltx provided -1 < 2x < 1

c) Find the length of the curve
y = log (ex + 1)-log (ex -1) from x = 1 to x = 2

d) Find the area bounded by the curves xy = 2,' 4y==x2 and y = 4

a b/(b+x)

Q.2 a) Change the·order of integration in J J f(x,y) dxdy
o 0

b) Solve by the method of variation of parameters (D2+30 + 2) Y= ~ (6)l+e

c) Solve ~ = 2 +)xy with Xo = 1.2 Yo= 1.6403 by Euler's modified (8)

formula for x: 1.6 correct the four places of decimals by taking h = 0.2.

e logy eX

Q:3 a) Evaluate J J J log z dx dy dz
o 0 1

a/J2 ~a2_y2
b) Change to polar coordinates and evaluate J J log (x2 + y2)dx dy (6)

'0 y

c) Solve the differential equation dy = x + y2 , y(O) == 1 for the, interval (8)
dx .

(0,0.2) in steps ofh': 0.1 by using Rauge-Kutta method of fourth order
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Q.4 a) Solve (02''';'2D+l)y=xexsinx

2 d2 . d' ". . 2
c) Solve (1+2x) ~ -6(1+2x)2.+16y=8(1~2x)
. dx. dJr

a) Solve dy = eX
-Y (ex - eY )dx

c) Find the volume of the tetrahedron bounded by the planes x = 0, y = 0" (8)
z = ° and x+ y + Z =,-a

Q.6 a) Find the mass of the lamina bounded by the curves ay2 = x3 and the (6)
line by = x, . if the density at lit point varies as the distance of the point
from the x axis.

b) Using duplication forniula'prove tliatB(tlln.).B(n+~; n+~):= ~ 21-4n , (6)

c) Solve' (D2 -'-l}Y = xh;in3x (8)

a) Evaluate If (x2 + y2) dx dy over the area of the triangle whose vertices (6)

are (0, 1), (1, l).and (1, 2).

c) Evaluate J. e-~xsin2x dx
o '%

* Good Luck * .

00

and hence<deduce that f Si:4I(~ = ;
o



N.S.: (1) Question No.1 Is compulsory.
(2) Attempt any four from remaining six questions.
(3) Figures to the right indicate full marks.
(4) Atomic wt:- C = 12, H = 1,0 = 16, S =-32, N = 14, CI = 35'5, Ba = 137'3.

1. Solve any five from the followings :- 15
(a) What is season cracking.
(b) Give composition, properties and uses of soft solders.
(c) A sample of coal contrains - C = 70%, 0 = 23%, H = 5%, S = 1'5%,

N = 0'4%, ash = 0'1 %. Calculate G.C.V. and N.C.V. of this fuel.
(d) What are fiber composites.
(e) What are green fuel.
(f) Give significance of proximate analysis.

2. (a) Explain the direct chemical corrosion. 5
(b) 1'5 gms of sample of coal was taken in crucible for C and H estimation, by 5

combustion method. The increase in weight of tube containing CaCI2 and
bulb-containing KOH, was found to be 1·25 gms and 4'88 gms. respectively.
Calculate % C. and H.

(c) Giving conventional and greener rout for production of adipic acid, explain related 5
green chemistry principle in this case.

3. (a) Explain method of obtaining Biodisel froryl vegetable oil? Give advantages 5
of Biodisel.

(b) 100 ml. of natural solution containing 0·2 gm of Cu2 + ion electrolysed till entire 5
copper was deposited. The current strength was 1·2 amperes and Volume of
solution maintained at 100 ml. Assuming 100% efficiency. ~alculate time taken
for deposition of copper.
(At wI. of copper = 63'58).

(c) Explain the principle of use of safer solvent and reaction condition in green 5
chemistry with suitable examples.

4. (a) Calculate weight of air needed for complete combustion of 1 kg of coal containing 5
C = 72%, H = 1.0%,°= 9%, N = 3% and remaining being ash.

(b) Describe adsorption a.•nd catalytic properties of Zeolite. 5
(c) What is powqer metallurgy? How metal powders are prepared. 5

5. (a) Give the functions of matrix phase in composite materials with their properties. 5
(b) What is cracking? Explain advantages of calcalytic cracking over therrpalcracking. 5
(c) The composition of gas was found to be H2 =10%, CH4 =20%, C2 H6 = 16%, 5

N = 6%, CO = 18%, CO2 = 22%. 02 = rest. Calculate volume of air r.equired
for 1 m3 of this gas.



6. (a) Discuss the corrosion due to combinatiol1lOfmetals of different electrode potentials. 5
(b) What are ceramic powder? Explain method of mal1ufacturing anyone ceramic 5

powder. 5
(c) Difine cetane and octane number.

7. (a) How does a catalyst affect establishment of equillibrium state and activation 5
energy of reaction? Explain with necessary graph.

(b) Write characteristics of good fuels. 5
(c) Which are main constituents of varnishes. Write their function. 5

OR
Calculate the percentage atom economy for folloWing reaction with respect of
Allylcholride ;-

CH3 ~ CH = CH2 + CI2 ~ CI - CH2 - CH = CH2 + HCI.
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N. B.: (1) Question No.1 is compulsory.
(2) Attempt any four questions out of remaining six questions.
(3) All dimensions in figures are in mm.
(4) Use your own judgement for any unspecified dimensions and assume

'suitable data if necessary.
(5) Use only first angle method of projection.
(6) Retain all construction lines.
(7) Figures to the right indicate full marks.
(8) Answers to sub-questions should be grouped together.
(9) Use both sides of the drawing sheet.

(10) Use scale 1:1 only.,...
1. Figure shows a pictorial view of an object.

Draw the follOWing views:-
(a) Front view along arrow X
(b) Top View
(c) Sectional side view along PeQ.

Insert atleast 8 major dimensions.
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2. Fig~feShow.s Front view and Side view of a machine block. Draw the following
views :-

(a) Sec. F.V. along A-A 4
(b) Sec. S. V. along B-B 4
(c) Top view. 5

Instert,atleast 8 '11~jordim,ensions. 2

I
I
I .
I------,~.,----_-..J-

I, i-..-...---------.-------i_________J _
I

I
IP-A---- ----------.--~-----~-----------~--~-------

8 30
100

3. (a) A line AS, 100 mm long is inclined, at an,angle of 30° to HP and 45° to VP. Its 9
endpoint 'A' is 10 mm above HP and 20 mm infront of VP. Draw the projections
wh~n point S is in the fourth, quadrant. Also find HT and VT.

(b) Two lines AS andAC are inclined at 75° to each other. Point Pis 40 mm from 6
AS and 30 mm fromAC. Draw a hyperbola pass,iog through point'P'.

4. A pentagonal pyramid, base edges 40 mm and axis length 75 mm rests on its.slant 15
edge on HP,which is inclined at 30° to VP. Draw its projections with apex nearer to
the observer.

5. (a) A cone of base 70 mm diameter and axis 90 rnmlong is resting on its base on 10
HP.lt is cut by an AlP, which is parallel toand15 mm away from one of its end
generators. Qraw F.v., Sectional T.V. and true shape of the section.

(b) Draw neat, proportionate free hand sketches of the Jollowing (Twoviews each) :-
(i) Countersunk headed screw with flat end 3
(ii) Ordinary stud. 2
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6. (a) A hexagonal pyramid, side df the base 30 mm and height 70 mm is resting on 11
its base on HP,having a pair of base sides parallel to VP. A square hole of
sides 25 mm iscutthrough it such that its axis is parallelto HP,perpendicular

, to VP and intersects the axis of pyramid 22 mm from the baSe.··Faces of the
hole are equally inclined to HP.
Draw DLS of the pyramid with the hole.

(b) Draw neat, proportionate free hand sketch of a castle nut (Two views). 4

oo •.••
N .

(b) Draw neat, proportionate free hand sketches of the following :-
(i) Cylindrical headed bolt (Two views)
(ii) Unified threa<j profile (One vieW only).


